
"Insurance Market Shakeup Sparks Urgent
Call: Ace Fire Defense Urges Homeowners to
Arm with Protection Plans & Tools"

It's in serving each other we become free.

Take action now: Ace Fire Defense equips

homeowners with NFPA-compliant tools

to defend against wildfires amidst

insurance market challenges.

WEST HILLS, CA, UNITED STATES, March

8, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Urgent

action is imperative as insurance

giants, Allstate and State Farm, retreat

from California's home insurance

market, citing escalating wildfire risks

and construction costs. Amidst this

tumultuous landscape, homeowners

must take proactive steps to safeguard

their properties against imminent

wildfire threats.

Introducing the Gated WYE Valve Fire Hose Splitter, a crucial addition to your firefighting arsenal.

Paired with Ace Fire Defense's NFPA-compliant Fire Hydrant Wrench and FM Approved Fire

Hoses, certified and tested for occupant use, these tools are lightweight and user-friendly,

Today I will do what other's

won't, so tomorrow I will do

what others can't.”

Jerry Rice

designed for individuals with basic training.

In the face of a shifting paradigm, homeowners must

embrace a new mindset: defending their homes from

approaching wildfires. While Ace Fire Defense does not

advocate fighting structure fires, emphasizing that 90% are

ignited by airborne embers infiltrating through vents and

eaves, the focus remains on combating these embers.

Should embers ignite your home, evacuation is paramount. Visit Ace Fire Defense .com for

informative videos and personalized consultations on essential equipment and usage guidelines.

Take proactive measures today to safeguard your home against the looming threat of wildfires.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://acefires.com
https://acefires.com


Outstanding quality fire hoses, lightweight, durable,

FM, approved for occupant use

It's in serving each other we become free.

#FireSafety #HomeProtection

#AceFireDefense

When it comes to defending your

home against the threat of fire, having

the right equipment is of utmost

importance. One vital tool that

homeowners should consider is a high-

quality fire hose that meets the NFPA

1962 standards. Ace Fire Defense, a

leading manufacturer of fire hoses and

essential tools for firefighters, is

dedicated to providing top-notch

products that ensure the utmost safety

and protection.

NFPA 1962, established by the National

Fire Protection Association (NFPA), sets

the standards for the inspection,

testing, and maintenance of fire hoses,

nozzles, and appliances. Adhering to

these standards guarantees that the

fire hose is in optimal condition and

ready to be used effectively during an

emergency.

When selecting a fire hose to defend

your home, it is crucial to consider the

following factors:

1. Durability: Opt for a fire hose

constructed from durable materials

such as synthetic fibers or rubber.

These materials are designed to

withstand high pressure and resist

wear and tear, ensuring the longevity

of the hose.

2. Size: Choose a fire hose with an appropriate diameter to ensure sufficient water flow. NFPA

1962 recommends a minimum diameter of 1.5 inches for residential fire hoses.

3. Length: Assess the length of the fire hose based on the size of your property. Longer hoses

provide greater reach and flexibility to combat fires in various areas of your home.

https://acefirehoses.com
https://acefirehoses.com
https://acefirehoses.com


4. Couplings: Verify that the fire hose is equipped with sturdy and reliable couplings. These

connectors are essential for securely attaching the hose to a water source or nozzle.

5. Testing and Certification: Ensure that the fire hose has undergone thorough testing and is

certified to meet NFPA 1962 standards. Look for markings or labels indicating compliance with

the standard.

Ace Fire Defense is a reputable manufacturer of fire hoses and essential tools specifically

designed for firefighters. Their products are meticulously crafted with high-quality materials,

undergo rigorous testing, and are certified to meet the NFPA 1962 standards. By choosing Ace

Fire Defense, homeowners can have peace of mind knowing they have reliable and effective fire

hoses to defend their property.

To explore the wide range of fire hoses and essential tools offered by Ace Fire Defense, please

visit their official website at [AceFireDefense.com](https://www.acefiredefense.com). Trust Ace

Fire Defense to provide the necessary equipment to safeguard your home from potential fire

hazards. #FireSafety #HomeProtection #AceFireDefense
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